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    Welcome to Canterberry Gifts, your premier destination for exquisite gift baskets tailored specifically for the discerning gentlemen in your life. We understand the importance of finding the perfect gift that reflects their unique tastes and interests. That's why we have curated a remarkable collection of gift baskets for men, ensuring you'll find the ideal present for any occasion. Our extensive range of men's gift baskets combines elegance, sophistication, and thoughtfulness, making them the ultimate choice for any man who appreciates quality and style. Whether you're shopping for a birthday, anniversary, Father's Day, or just want to show your appreciation, our gifts for guys are guaranteed to make a lasting impression. Read more 
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            Timeless Snack Delights Box
        

		
        
        
                    
        
            
                MSRP:
                 
                    
                
            

            
                
                
                    
                
            

            
                
                    
                
                
                    
                
                $49.95
            

    
        


        
                 
The "Timeless Snack Delights Box" is a classic gift choice designed to spread joy and gourmet flavors. The elegantly presented bright white and gold magnetic closure keepsake box is just the start of this delightful experience. Inside, recipients...
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            Hearty Harvest Fruit Gift Basket
        

		
        
        
                    
        
            
                MSRP:
                 
                    
                
            

            
                
                
                    
                
            

            
                
                    
                
                
                    
                
                $149.95
            

    
        


        
                 
The "Hearty Harvest Fruit Gift Basket" is an exceptionally popular choice, known for its ability to leave a lasting impression. Elegantly presented in a beautiful two-handled seagrass basket, it features a lavish array of freshly harvested...
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            Deluxe Charcuterie and Cheese Experience
        

		
        
        
                    
        
            
                MSRP:
                 
                    
                
            

            
                
                
                    
                
            

            
                
                    
                
                
                    
                
                $74.95
            

    
        


        
                 
The "Deluxe Charcuterie and Cheese Experience" is a premium gourmet sampler, perfect for any special occasion. This handpicked assortment features a variety of artisan meats, including roasted garlic and summer sausages, alongside three types of...
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            Fresh Indulgence Snack and Fruit Crate
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                $79.95
            

    
        


        
                Presenting the "Fresh Indulgence Snack and Fruit Crate," a delightful combination of fresh fruits and gourmet treats. This basket is a celebration of flavors, offering a perfect blend of healthiness and indulgence.
At its heart, this crate features a...
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            Camo Man Care Package
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                $49.95
            

    
        


        
                Why He's a Camo Man of course! What every fish loving, deer hunting, duck chaser needs. A complete kit to keep them full of energy and active while they are waiting on that "golden goose" to arrive! The Camo Man Care Package includes:  A camouflage drink...
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            It's Football Time Gift Pail
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                $64.95
            

    
        


        
                Let the fanfare begin!  It’s Football season and the man cave is about to get it’s Sunday use.  Every football fan needs a delicious halftime snack and table top football game to keep the excitement going through to the begining of...
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            He's A Motorcycle Man Gift Basket
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                $109.95
            

    
        


        
                Out of all the gift baskets for men this is a favorite among all those motorcycle enthusiasts.    It’s filled with the mementos that remind him motoring down the highway with the wind in his face and his troubles behind.  ...
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            The Barbecue Master Care Package
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                $58.95
            

    
        


        
                Send the barbecue master the tools and ingredients he needs to create his culinary delight.  A 48 page barbecue recipe book will help him prepare the best meals you have ever had on the grill.   Filled with delicious barbecue seasonings...
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            BBQ Lovers Gift Pail
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                $89.95
            

    
        


        
                This is truly a manly gift. This BBQ Lover’s Pail is the perfect bbq gift for the grill enthusiast in your life. Filled with the tools and ingredients to deliver an exceptional grilling experience, this gift for men will bring out his inner chef...
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            Men At Work Gift Basket w/ $25 Lowes Gift Card
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                $89.95
            

    
        


        
                A perfect gift for the man who fixes everything around the house. Complete with tasty treats filled inside a paint bucket this gift for him will help keep him going while he checks his to-do list. Included with this ideal gift is a $25 gift card to Lowes...
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            Tailgate Party Time Gift Pail
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                $79.95
            

    
        


        
                The only thing as good as the football game is the tailgate party! If you are looking for the ultimate gifts for football fans, this football gift pail is the perfect choice for the best pregame experience. Overflowing with the snacks and delicious...
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            Golfing Around Backpack
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                $68.95
            

    
        


        
                The ultimate basket for the golf enthusiast is here!    An amazing gift for him for his birthday or even an exceptional corporate gift.   This gift basket is filled with savory snacks for the long 18 holes, a greens keeper kit...
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            Golfer's Caddy
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                $65.95
            

    
        


        
                Finding the perfect gift for your favorite golfer was never an easy task until now! Complete with this themed golf gift are the snacks necessary to get him through 18 holes at the club. Then after the challenging day at the links, he can come home kick...
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            It's a Camo Thing Gift Set
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                $79.95
            

    
        


        
                Send your hunter off with all the necessities to keep him going during his adventure. The camouflage travel mug will keep his coffee hot while he relaxes with the camouflage stress ball. Loaded with the gear to keep hunter prepared for those excursions,...
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            Hunters Retreat Gift Chest
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                $74.95
            

    
        


        
                There is nothing more manly than roughing nature out on an adventurous hunting excursion.  These gift baskets are the perfect gifts for men who love to be one with nature and this basket delivers.   Send your avid hunter this reminder of...
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            The Fisherman's Fishing Creel Gift Basket
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                $82.95
            

    
        


        
                He's a keeper and you know it! So send him a fisherman's fantasy with this gift basket. Snacks galore will help him relax at the end of the day. He'll know you're the 'keeper" in his life with this fantastic gift! The Fisherman's Fishing Creel Gift...
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            Golf Delights Gift Box
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                $59.95
            

    
        


        
                Over Flowing with treats for on and off the golf course, your favorite golfer will be delighted by this golf gift basket. To complement this golf themed basket is a greens keeper turf kit, 30 pack of tees and a golf coffee mug. This is an amazing...
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            Beer Lovers Gift Pail
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                $78.95
            

    
        


        
                If the Beers-A- Bubblin then life can't be troublin! Prepare for beer fest! No, we are not sending actual beer. If he loves beer as much as we think he does his fridge will be full of ice cold beer already. So we pay tribute to beer for the beer lover in...
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            Jack of all Trades Chest
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                $49.95
            

    
        


        
                A gift basket of goodies for the Jack of all Trades in your life. Perfect for the handyman who needs a snack after finishing all the to-dos on your list. Show him how much you appreciate the hard work by making those jobs go smoother with this...
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            Fore! Golfers Gift Pail
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                $62.95
            

    
        


        
                Every avid golfer needs energy to sustain 18 hole of golf on the course. Surprise them with this golf theme inspired gift pail, complete with tasty snacks and practice balls to keep their game sharp. A perfect gift for the golf enthusiast. Remind them of...
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            The Barbecue Master Gift Pack
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                $79.95
            

    
        


        
                If you know someone who loves to grill, then the Barbecue Master Gift Pack is the perfect gift to give. The assortment of grill tools and sauces combine to make the perfect birthday gifts for dad or any occasion for the master griller. The Barbecue...
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            Take Em To The Ballpark Baseball Gift Pack
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                $79.95
            

    
        


        
                When spring is here and America’s past time arrives for another season it’s time to celebrate. Our favorite baseball players will be giving it all to win a World Series ring for the home town. If you are looking for gift basket ideas for men...
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                If you are looking for football gifts for him then look no further. This Football Fan Gift Pack will be the hit of his Sunday football party. With all the football themed toys and snacks it is the perfect compliment to the exciting football games the...
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            I'd rather Be Fishing Gift Box
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                $62.95
            

    
        


        
                Inspired by the fishermen who love to become one with nature.  This is one of the best gift ideas for him, especially if he loves the great outdoors and loves to bring some goodies along for the big catch.    If this describes your...
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            All Star Gift Box
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                $59.95
            

    
        


        
                This is the gift basket for the sports lovers in all of us. Fill with toys for all ages this sports gift basket will be a hit to whom ever receives it. All sports from tennis, soccer, baseball and football, this gift will put a smile on his face. Filled...
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            Master of The Grill Gift Basket
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                $79.95
            

    
        


        
                Unleash his inner grill master and ignite his passion for culinary excellence with the irresistible "Master of The Grill Gift Basket." Just like tinkering with a hot rod, mastering the art of grilling is an essential pursuit for every man. This...
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                $69.95
            

    
        


        
                For at work or home this beautiful desk caddy is filled with delicious goodies to help get him through those long work days.   This desk caddy is a perfect compliment to any office décor after the sweet and savory snacks have been...
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            The Sports Fanatic Care Package
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                There is no better gift for a sports fan.  With all the tasty treats and sports goodies this make a great gift for men.  Buy this sports care package for the men who love their sports. The Sports Fanatic Care Package includes:  Salsa Verde...
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            Touchdown Game Time Snacks Care Package
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                $59.95
            

    
        


        
                It's game day and the football season is now upon us. This would be the perfect time to send your hard-working student a college care package. These football care packages are the perfect gift ideas for football fans, especially for when they gather...
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            Bullseye Deluxe Gift Set
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                $59.95
            

    
        


        
                Filled with delicious cheeses, crackers and Smokey beef sausage, this bullseye deluxe gift will certainly hit the mark and be one of the most perfect gifts for him. A 2 in 1 deluxe dart board will keep him entertained for a long time. Bullseye Deluxe...
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            The Master Griller BBQ Gift Chest
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                $96.95
            

    
        


        
                Set your favorite griller up this barbecue season with a gift set featuring Classic BBQ Sauce barbecue kettle chips beer cheese dip flammin hot smokey beef steak jerky and other gourmet goodies. They'll be ready to roll on the grill right now and...
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        With Canterberry Gifts, you can explore an array of carefully designed gift baskets, meticulously crafted to cater to various preferences. From gourmet treats and fine spirits to sports-themed assortments and grooming essentials, we have something to delight every man. Our gift baskets are packed with premium products from renowned brands, ensuring top-notch quality that exceeds expectations.

Imagine presenting your loved one with a luxurious gift basket filled with his favorite indulgences. Our men's gift baskets boast a harmonious blend of flavors, textures, and aromas, creating an unforgettable sensory experience. Whether he's a connoisseur of fine wines, a lover of artisanal cheeses, or a fan of tantalizing snacks, our meticulously assembled baskets will ignite his taste buds and leave him yearning for more.

At Canterberry Gifts, we pride ourselves on providing exceptional customer service and attention to detail. Each gift basket is thoughtfully arranged and beautifully presented, ready to impress even the most discerning recipient. Our commitment to excellence extends beyond the products themselves, as we strive to create an effortless and enjoyable shopping experience for you.

So, why settle for ordinary gifts when you can elevate your gifting game with our extraordinary men's gift baskets? Explore our diverse selection and find the perfect present that reflects his unique personality and passions. With Canterberry Gifts, you'll discover the art of giving, reimagined for the modern man.
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